NZSS Parking Plan Information
The area surrounding Ashbury Park is very tight for parking so a full parking plan has
been put into place as per below. Please carefully read the following information and
refer to the map supplied to help us avoid parking congestion.
Fortunately a large proportion of the accommodation options in Timaru are within a
short walking distance of Ashbury Park. We recommend walking to the venue where
possible.
The ASB Tennis Centre car park at the end of Benvenue Avenue has been specifically
put aside for mini-van parking. There are up to 60 spaces for vans available and all
schools utilising Mini-vans MUST park in this area. This will help us to alleviate the
main bulk of competitor’s vehicles. There is a side path right next to this area which
leads directly to Ashbury Park (indicated by Blue Arrow on map)
Large buses may utilise the bus stop directly in front of CBay Aquatic Centre to de-bus
their passengers (purple line). Turn right into the second entrance of CBay, drop
passengers off then turn out second entrance of CBay and then left into Virtue Avenue
where there will be space for large buses to park (Purple arrow). Under NO
circumstances should large buses go past the second entrance to CBay as the roads
beyond that point are not wide enough for buses to turn around in. Please be aware
that on Saturday morning there are a number of swim lessons held at CBay and the car
park area will be very busy.
There is car parking available on Te Weka Street, Park View Terrace and Benvenue
Avenue above Ashbury Park but these will quickly fill and there is limited turning space
in these streets once both sides are taken up with cars. Please show courtesy to
residents and avoid blocking driveways. Again, offenders can expect to be towed. It is
recommended that cars park on the other side of Evans Street/SH1 using Hobbs Street,
Ranui Avenue and Grassmere Street all of which have lights at the Eastern/park end
enabling pedestrians to cross easily over to Ashbury Park.
Under NO circumstances should people park in those areas utilised by local businesses
(as indicated by red crosses on the map). These car parks are specifically for current
customers of those businesses and offending vehicles can expect to be towed. In
addition the area on Pringle Street directly by the start area is reserved for event
officials and food and drink vendors.
Thank you in advance for your consideration where parking.

